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 Activated sword and shield."Yes, the healer is powerful, but her racial ability is helpful for survival in melee,""Daftar Blade
and Shield" (RBKB-FDFW-3SDL-ZEA3) costs 1,000 gems, heals you for 350 HP, and increases your melee damage by 75%
for 15 seconds. A sword with this ability is a very good investment for any build, and if you have a need for quick dispelling,

then you can always use this warband instead.War Band Blade & Shield (KJKN-YQAC-DQFL-ZELA) requires a very specific
blend of skills and gear. You'll need 5 75 all socketed items, an item with Blade and Shield racial ability, and two 75 6 all

socketed items with Blade and Shield racial ability. It's very likely that you'll need the expertise from the first four trees for the
Blade and Shield racial ability. The final two trees, while having other requirements, are a lot more forgiving. Alter Blood -
Blade & Shield Warband (RBKB-FDFW-3SDL-ZEA3) costs 1,200 gems, heals you for 350 HP, and increases your melee

damage by 75% for 15 seconds. While the cooldown is a little long, this blade has the very useful ability that enables it to be
used to dispel. Blade and Shield - Blade and Shield (KJKN-YQAC-DQFL-ZELA) costs 1,000 gems, heals you for 350 HP, and
increases your melee damage by 75% for 15 seconds. A warband of this level of complexity requires specific gear and skill sets
to be competitive. Crimson Blade and Shield Warband (RBKB-FDFW-3SDL-ZEA3) is a bit more affordable (1,800 gems) and
it's quite helpful to have in melee situations. Its Blade and Shield racial ability can be very useful for repelling, and if you don't
need the racial ability, it can be useful for dispelling. Mask of Absorption - Mask of Absorption (WDCH-3ZUZ-3RLI-TMLF)
has the useful ability to take away the negative effects of nearby enemies by absorbing their attacks. If you're in melee, this is a

very useful skill as well as an ability that can be useful in a number of different situations.Mask 520fdb1ae7
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